Explaining prompts children to privilege inductively rich properties
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A B S T R A C T

Four experiments with preschool-aged children test the hypothesis that engaging in explanation promotes inductive reasoning on the basis of shared causal properties as opposed to salient (but superficial) perceptual properties. In Experiments 1a and 1b, 3- to 5-year-old children prompted to explain during a causal learning task were more likely to override a tendency to generalize according to perceptual similarity and instead extend an internal feature to an object that shared a causal property. Experiment 2 replicated this effect of explanation in a case of label extension (i.e., categorization). Experiment 3 demonstrated that explanation improves memory for clusters of causally relevant (non-perceptual) features, but impairs memory for superficial (perceptual) features, providing evidence that effects of explanation are selective in scope and apply to memory as well as inference. In sum, our data support the proposal that engaging in explanation influences children’s reasoning by privileging inductively rich, causal properties.
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1. Introduction

The challenge of causal reasoning is to discover the underlying structure of the world to facilitate prediction and action. This is non-trivial task. Despite the often strong correlation between what an object looks like and its causal properties (see Gelman & Medin, 1993), it is not uncommon to observe dissociations. In fact, perceptually similar objects can be endowed with very different causal properties: Poison hemlock may look identical to wild carrot, but it is certainly not good to eat. Learning how and when to override perceptual properties as a basis for judgment and action, and to instead favor inductively rich properties (such as causal affordances), is thus an important step in cognitive development.

We propose that the process of seeking, generating, and evaluating explanations plays an important role in encouraging children to recognize and privilege inductively-rich properties as a basis for reasoning, even when those properties are not perceptually salient. In particular, engaging in explanation could help children appreciate causal properties and subtle but reliable cues to causal structure, such as internal parts and category membership. For example, trying to explain why consuming hemlock generates one outcome (namely death) while consuming wild carrots generates another (perhaps pleasure) could help children appreciate that each plant has important internal properties, and that these internal properties are correlated with causal consequences they may wish to prevent (e.g., death) or to predict (e.g., pleasure).

In what follows, we first outline our proposal for the effects of explanation, motivating our hypothesis that explaining leads children to privilege inductively rich properties (i.e., those that facilitate a broad set of useful inferences). We then provide a brief review of prior
research on children’s inductive generalizations in tasks that require choosing between a salient perceptual property (e.g., an object’s color and shape) and a causal property (e.g., activating a machine). This body of research helps lay out the methods and developmental changes that motivate the current experiments.

1.1. Explanation and inference

Accounts of explanation from both philosophy and psychology suggest that explaining past and present observations can foster the acquisition of information that supports future actions and predictions (e.g., Craik, 1943; Friedman, 1974; Gopnik, 2000; Heider, 1958; Kitcher, 1989; Lombrozo, 2012; Lombrozo & Carey, 2006; Walker, Lombrozo, Williams, & Gopnik, submitted for publication; Walker, Williams, Lombrozo, & Gopnik, 2012). These ideas about the functions or consequences of explanation are consistent with several accounts of the form and content of explanations. In particular, according to subsumption and unification theories, explanations appeal to regularities that subsume what’s being explained under some kind of law (e.g., Hempel & Oppenheim, 1948) or explanatory pattern (e.g., Friedman, 1974; Kitcher, 1989). In so doing, they relate the particular fact or observation to a generalization that supports further inferences (Lombrozo, 2006, 2012; Wellman & Liu, 2007). For example, by explaining Socrates’ death by appeal to the consumption of a poisonous chemical contained within hemlock (i.e., coniine), one implicitly invokes the generalization that the chemical can cause death in humans. This generalization in turn supports predictions about the consequences of future coniine consumption, provides guidance about how to avoid a particular kind of death (i.e., don’t consume hemlock), and even supports counterfactuals about how things could have been otherwise (e.g., if Socrates hadn’t consumed hemlock, or if he’d had an antidote to coniine, he would have lived to see another day).

If explanations typically subsume what is being explained under some generalization, then engaging in explanation could influence learning and inference by driving reasoners to form broad generalizations and to consult them as a basis for further reasoning (Lombrozo, 2012). Consistent with this idea, research with adults has shown that prompts to explain can promote the discovery and extension of broad patterns that govern membership in novel categories (e.g., Williams & Lombrozo, 2010; Williams & Lombrozo, 2013; Williams, Lombrozo, & Rehder, 2013; see also Chi, DeLeeuw, Chiu, & LaVancher, 1994). Recent developmental work likewise suggests that when prompted to explain, even young children are more likely to favor broad patterns (Walker et al., 2012; Walker et al., submitted for publication) and to develop abstract theories, such as a theory of mind (Amsterlaw & Wellman, 2006), that can accommodate otherwise-puzzling observations (e.g., a character looking for an object in the wrong location). For example, Walker et al. (2012), Walker et al. (submitted for publication) found that when prompted to explain why particular types of objects activate a machine while others do not, preschool-aged children were more likely to rely on a feature that accounted for all observations (as opposed to a subset) in deciding which new objects were likely to activate the machine.

Many of the most far-reaching and useful generalizations are those that involve causal relationships, as they support interventions in addition to predictions. Generalizations relating hemlock and death (in the example with Socrates), or beliefs and behaviors (in theory of mind), are cases in point. Some accounts of explanation require that explanations be causal (e.g., Strevens, 2008; Woodward, 2005; Woodward, 2011), but one need not subscribe to a strictly causal theory of explanation to accommodate the observation that explanation and causation are often closely linked: the view that explanations privilege broad and useful generalizations is enough to support the idea that causation will often (if not always) be central to explanations. In line with this idea, previous research with adults has demonstrated that explanations help guide causal inferences (Heit & Rubinstein, 1994; Rehder, 2006; Sloman, 1994). There is also indirect evidence that causation is central to children’s explanations (e.g., Hickling & Wellman, 2001). For example, young children’s explanations often posit unobserved causes (Buchanan & Sobel, 2011; Legare, 2012; Legare, Gelman, & Wellman, 2010; Legare, Wellman, & Gelman, 2009), and Legare and Lombrozo (2014) found that children who explained learned a novel toy’s causal (functional) mechanism (i.e., interlocking gears make a fan turn), but not other superficial properties (i.e., the color of the gears), more readily than children who did not. In the experiments that follow, we focus on causality as a canonical, inductively-rich property that’s likely to be privileged in explanation, and we investigate the prediction that prompting young children to explain will help them appreciate and use causal similarities as a basis for learning and inference.

1.2. Inductive generalization: a shift from perceptual to conceptual?

A large body of research has examined the role of obvious (perceptual) properties versus non-obvious (hidden or abstract) properties, such as causal affordances, in guiding children’s inductive inferences (e.g., Gelman, 2003; Gelman & Markman, 1986; Gelman & Markman, 1987; Gopnik & Sobel, 2000; Keil, 1989; Keil & Battersman, 1984; Nazzi & Gopnik, 2000; Newman, Herrmann, Wynn, & Keil, 2008). This research demonstrates that even young children are able to use both perceptual and non-perceptual properties in categorizing objects (e.g., Gelman & Markman, 1987; Gopnik & Sobel, 2000). Nonetheless, young children tend to spontaneously focus on highly salient surface features. Specifically, while older children and adults often group objects according to complex cues such as common internal properties, labels, and causal affordances, regardless of perceptual similarity (Carey, 1985; Keil, 1989; Medin, 1989; Rips, 1989), young children tend to group objects based on perceptual similarity, and only later shift to favoring other properties (e.g., Gelman & Davidson, 2013; Gentner, 2010; Keil & Battersman, 1984).

To illustrate, consider the findings from Nazzi and Gopnik (2000). In this study, children observed four objects placed on a toy, one at a time. Two of these objects were
shown to be causally effective – they made the toy play music – and two were inert. One of the causal objects was then held up and labeled (e.g., “This is a Tib”), and children were asked to give the experimenter the other object with the same label (e.g., the other “Tib”). In conflict trials, the same perceptual properties appeared across causal and inert objects, and performance on such trials revealed a developmental shift: when generalizing the novel label, 3.5-year-olds relied on perceptual cues over causal cues, while 4.5-year-olds relied on causal cues over perceptual cues.

Between the ages of 3 and 5, children also shift how they generalize internal or hidden parts. For example, Sobel, Yoachim, Gopnik, Meltzoff, and Blumenthal (2007) used a procedure similar to that of Nazzi and Gopnik (2000) to demonstrate that older children (4-year-olds), but not younger children (3-year-olds), are more likely to infer that objects have shared internal parts when they share causal properties than when they share external appearance. These examples – and many others (e.g., see evidence from research on psychological essentialism: Gelman, 2003; Keil, 1989) – demonstrate that by 5 years of age, children begin to reliably favor inductively rich properties, such as common causal affordances, over perceptual similarity when generalizing from known to unknown cases.

There have been a variety of proposals for how best to characterize and explain this shift in children’s inductive generalizations. For example, one possibility is that children first categorize objects by relying on perceptual or “characteristic” properties, and then shift to a different basis for categorizing objects, one based on more complex or “defining” properties (see Keil & Batterman, 1984). Another possibility is that the basic mechanism underlying children’s judgments remains constant, but that the exercise of this mechanism results in different judgments as children gather new evidence. Specifically, properties are often encountered in correlated clusters, with perceptual information serving as a reliable indicator of other properties. As a result, perceptually-based judgments may be quite reasonable until sufficient evidence has been amassed to suggest an alternative (Gopnik & Sobel, 2000; Keil, 1989; Nazzi & Gopnik, 2000; Sobel et al., 2007). From this perspective, even very young children may already be equipped with the conceptual resources to reason on the basis of non-perceptual properties, including causal affordances, even though performance on various tasks can change in the course of development. Consistent with this idea, Gopnik and Sobel (2000) found that when presented with conflicting cues, younger children produced a variety of memory errors that indicated an assumed correlation between different types of properties (i.e., perceptual and causal), even when no such correlation existed in the data. Even looking-time data from infants suggests that by 14- to 18-months, children differentially attend to various perceptual and non-perceptual properties in different tasks (Booth & Waxman, 2002; Mandler & McDonough, 1996; Newman et al., 2008).

In four experiments, we examine the possibility that by 3 years of age, children already have the conceptual resources to generalize on the basis of inductively rich properties, and that their failure to do so often results from a failure to access or apply what they know. (For related arguments in other tasks and domains, see, e.g., Hood, Cole-Davies, & Dias, 2003; Kirkham, Crauss, & Diamond, 2003; Munakata, 2001; Sobel & Kirkham, 2006; Walker & Gopnik, 2014; Zelazo Zelazo, Frye, & Rapus, 1996.) We investigate whether the process of seeking or generating explanations facilitates access to and application of causal knowledge, supporting children’s ability to reason on the basis of non-obvious but inductively rich causal properties as opposed to salient but superficial perceptual properties.

1.3. Overview of experiments

In the following experiments, we use a method similar to Nazzi and Gopnik (2000) and Sobel et al. (2007) to examine whether generating explanations makes children more likely to infer that an object’s internal parts will be shared by other objects with common causal affordances as opposed to similar appearances (Experiments 1a and 1b), and more likely to believe that objects belong to the same category when they share common causal affordances as opposed to perceptual appearances (Experiment 2). In Experiment 3, we examine whether effects of explanation extend to lower-level cognitive processes, such as attention and memory, and whether they derive from a special relationship between explanation and inductively rich properties or from a global boost in performance. Together, these experiments provide insight into the role of explanation in causal inference in early childhood.

2. Experiment 1a

Experiment 1a examines whether explanation influences preschoolers’ extension of a hidden, internal property to other objects that share either perceptual or causal properties. Children observed four sets of three objects that were individually placed on a toy that played music when “activated” (see Gopnik & Sobel, 2000). Each set contained three objects: one that activated the toy (target object), one that was perceptually identical to the target object, but failed to activate the toy (perceptual match), and one that was perceptually dissimilar to the target object, but successfully activated the toy (causal match). After each outcome was observed, children were asked to either explain (explain condition) or report (control condition) that outcome. Next, children received additional information about the target object: an internal part was revealed. Children were asked which one of the two other objects in the set (i.e., the perceptual match or causal match) shared the internal property with the target object. This method pit highly salient perceptual similarity against shared causal properties; children could base their generalizations on either one, but not both.

Given the hypothesis that generating explanations encourages learners to favor broad generalizations, and thus to focus on inductively-rich properties such as causal affordances, we predicted that children who were asked to explain each outcome would be more likely than children
in the control condition to select the causal match over the perceptual match.

2.1. Methods

2.1.1. Participants

A total of 108 children were included in Experiment 1a, with 36 3-year-olds (M = 40.9 months; SD = 3.7, range: 35.8–47.7), 36 4-year-olds (M = 53.3 months; SD = 3.6, range: 48.5–59.8), and 36 5-year-olds (M = 64.4 months; SD = 3.0, range: 60.1–70.4). Eighteen children in each age group were randomly assigned to each of the two conditions (explain and control). There was no significant difference in age between the conditions, and there were approximately equal numbers of males and females assigned to each group. Five additional children were tested, but excluded due to failure to attend to the experimenter or complete the study. Children were recruited from urban preschools and museums, and a range of ethnicities resembling the diversity of the population was represented.

2.1.2. Materials

The toy was similar to the “blicket detectors” used in past research on causal reasoning (Gopnik & Sobel, 2000), and consisted of a 10” x 6” x 4” opaque cardboard box containing a wireless doorbell that was not visible to the participant. When an object “activated” the toy, the doorbell played a melody. The toy was in fact surreptitiously activated by a remote control.

Twelve wooden blocks of various shapes and colors were used (see Fig. 1). A hole was drilled into the center of each block. Eight blocks contained a large red plastic map pin glued inside the hole; the remaining four blocks were empty. All of the holes were covered with a dowel cap, which covered the opening to conceal what was inside. Each of the four sets of blocks was composed of three individual blocks. Within each set, two blocks were identical in color and shape, and one of these (the target object) contained a map pin. The other block (the perceptual match) did not. The third block (the causal match) was perceptually dissimilar to the other two.

2.1.3. Procedure

Children participated in a brief warm-up game with the experimenter. Following this warm-up, the toy was placed on the table. The child was told, “This is my toy. Some things make my toy play music and some things do not make my toy play music.” Then the first set of three blocks was brought out and placed in a row on the table. The order of presentation of the three blocks was randomized. One at a time, the experimenter placed a block on the toy. Two of the three blocks in each set (the target object and the causal match) caused the toy to activate and play music. The perceptual match did not. After children observed each outcome, they were asked for a verbal response. In the explain condition, children were asked to explain the outcome: “Why did/didn’t this block make my toy play music?” In the control condition, children were asked to report the outcome (with a yes/no response): “What happened to my toy when I put this block on it? Did it play music?” After all three responses had been recorded, the experimenter demonstrated each of the three blocks on the toy a second time to facilitate recall.

Next the experimenter pointed to the set of objects and said, “Look! They have little doors. Let’s open one up.” The experimenter selected the target object and removed the cap to reveal the red map pin that had been hidden inside. The experimenter said, “Look! It has a little red thing inside of it. Can you point to the other one that also has something inside?” Children were then encouraged to point to one of the two remaining objects (i.e., the perceptual match or the causal match) to indicate which contained the same inside part, and this selection was recorded. Children could either select the block that was perceptually identical to the target or the object that shared the causal property, but not both.

Following their selection, children were not provided with feedback, nor were they allowed to explore the blocks. Instead, all blocks were removed from view, and the next set was produced. This procedure was repeated for the three remaining sets. Each child participated in a total of four trials, including a total of four unique sets of objects.

2.1.3.1. Coding. For each set of objects, children were given a score of “1” for selecting the causal match and a “0” for selecting the perceptual match. Each child could therefore receive between 0 and 4 points across the 4 trials. The explanations that children provided were also coded into five mutually-exclusive types: (1) appearance (e.g., “It made the toy play music because it’s purple,” “...because it’s round,” “...because it looks like an apple”), (2) internal parts (e.g., “...because it has something inside of it,” “...because it has a red thing in it,” “...because it has batteries,” “...because it has a motor”), (3) kind (e.g., “...because it’s the right kind,” “...because it’s a music-maker,” “...because it’s musical”), (4) other/non-informative (e.g., “...because it’s magic,” “...because it wants/likes to,” “...because it’s special”), and (5) no guess (e.g., “I don’t know”). For the few participants who provided

![Fig. 1. Sample set of objects used in Experiments 1a/1b (top) and Experiment 2 (bottom). Each of the objects in Experiment 1a/1b included a door (indicated by a black circle), which covered the internal part contained inside. Each row corresponds to a single set of items. There were a total of four sets of stimuli.](image-url)
explanations that included both perceptual and internal properties, explanations were coded as appealing to internal properties. Because many of the children’s explanations were quite minimal (only a couple of words in some cases), we did not examine the quality of children’s responses beyond classifying them as belonging to particular explanation type.

Children’s responses to the test questions were recorded by a second researcher during the testing session, and all sessions were video recorded for independent coding by a third researcher who was naïve to the hypotheses of the experiment. Interrater reliability was very high; the two coders agreed on 99% of the children’s responses to the test questions and on 91.8% of children’s explanations. Disagreements were resolved by a third party.

2.2. Results and discussion

Preliminary analyses revealed no trial-by-trial learning across the four sets of objects; children were no more likely to select the causal match on later trials than on earlier trials, Cochran’s Q(3) = 5.36, p = .148. The data from the four trials were therefore combined to yield a single combined score that ranged from 0 to 4, and the data were analyzed with a 2 (condition) × 3 (age group) ANOVA (see Fig. 2). The ANOVA revealed main effects of condition, F(1,102) = 50.70, p < .001, and age, F(2,102) = 7.34, p < .01, with no significant interaction. Overall, children who were asked to explain (M = 2.98, SD = 1.23) were more likely than children in the control condition (M = 1.61, SD = 1.58) to generalize the internal part of the target object to the causal match as opposed to the perceptual match. To better understand the main effect of age, we conducted pairwise comparisons between age groups, which revealed no difference in performance between 3- and 4-year-olds, p = .86, but that 3- and 4-year-olds each selected the causal match significantly less often than 5-year-olds, p < .01.

We also conducted one-sample t-tests comparing performance to chance to assess whether explaining prompted children to override a preference to generalize on the basis of perceptual similarity. The 3-year-olds and 4-year-olds in the control condition selected the perceptual match significantly more often than chance, t(17) = 3.01, p < .01, and t(17) = 2.48, p < .05, respectively. Five-year-olds in the control condition performed no differently from chance (M = 2.61, SD = 1.72), t(17) = 1.51, p = .15, while 5-year-olds in the explain condition selected the causal match significantly more often than expected by chance (M = 3.39, SD = 1.29), t(17) = 4.57, p < .001.

These data suggest that in the absence of an explanation prompt, children relied primarily on the target object’s salient perceptual features to predict whether a novel object would share an internal property. However, when children of the same age were asked to generate an explanation, they instead privileged the target object’s causal efficacy in making inferences about internal properties.

2.2.1. Content of explanations

The frequencies with which children produced explanations of different types are reported in Table 1.

Baseline explanations for the first set of objects (before receiving any information about the internal properties) most often appealed to appearance (38%), with a minority (5%) appealing to internal properties. After observing the presence of the internal property for the first set of objects, explanations for the second set of objects appealed to appearance (33%) and internal properties (32%) equally often. By the end of the test session, explanations most often appealed to internal parts (38%). An exact McNemar’s test comparing the proportion of explanations that appealed to internal parts across the first and last trials revealed a significant difference, p < .0001.

Although we did not code the “quality” of children’s explanations, we did examine the relationship between explanation type and performance. To do so, we identified the type of explanation that each child produced most often (i.e., the modal explanation for each child; see Table 2) and analyzed generalizations as a function of this designation. Overall, children who provided internal explanations as their modal response – arguably the most

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Set 1</th>
<th>Set 2</th>
<th>Set 3</th>
<th>Set 4</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exp. 1a</td>
<td>Appearance</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kind</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No guess</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp. 1b</td>
<td>Appearance</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kind</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No guess</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exp. 2</td>
<td>Appearance</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kind</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No guess</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
relevant explanation in this task—were significantly more likely to select causal matches than the aggregate of other children (80% versus 60%), $t(79) = 1.99$, $p = .05$. Despite the limitations associated with combining all other explanation types in a single group (which was necessary due to the small sample sizes), these results suggest that children who provided the most relevant explanation may have benefited most from the explanation prompt. We also found that 4- and 5-year-olds were each more likely to provide modal explanations that appealed to internal parts (20% and 19% of explanations, respectively) than 3-year-olds (6% of explanations), $\chi^2(54, 1) = 5.25$, $p < .05$ and $\chi^2(54, 1) = 4.29$, $p < .05$, respectively.

We also found evidence that the prompt to explain impacted children's inferences even when the explanations that were generated did not appeal to internal properties. For example, the two children who provided no modal explanation (i.e., children who provided distinct explanation types for each set) and the two children who provided a modal explanation of “no guess” were (numerically) the most likely to select the causal match (88% each). In fact, each category of modal explanation, regardless of type (appearance: 53%, kind: 63%, other: 45%), was associated with a higher proportion of causal matches than that observed of children in the control condition (40%). Combining all of the children who provided modal explanations other than insides into a single group and comparing their responses to those of children in the control condition revealed a significant difference, $t(54) = -2.19$, $p = .05$. These data suggest that although children who provided the “correct” (internal) explanation were more likely to generalize according to causal as opposed to perceptual similarity, simply receiving an explanation prompt was enough to impact children's reasoning in this task.

In sum, our data support the proposal that prompts to explain increase children's reliance on inductively rich properties (as opposed to merely perceptual ones) as a basis for inference, and further suggest that effects of explanation are not restricted to children who happen upon the “correct” explanation for the task. There is an alternative explanation for our findings, however, that should be addressed. It is possible that explanation promoted greater projection to the causal match because the experimenter revealed the internal property immediately after children were prompted for an explanation, encouraging them to interpret the reveal as the experimenter's means of providing an answer to the 'why' question the child had attempted to answer. Thus, the design of the task may have signaled to children that the internal part was the reason why the blocks made the toy play music (even if this information was not then reflected in all children's explicit explanations). In Experiment 1b we therefore investigate whether children generalized the internal property to the causal object because the timing and context of the explanation prompt supported a particular pragmatic inference, or because the process of explaining itself directed children to posit or privilege causality as a basis for generalization.

### 3. Experiment 1b

The purpose of Experiment 1b was to rule out a pragmatic account of the findings from Experiment 1a. The procedure in Experiment 1b involved a critical modification from Experiment 1a: the addition of a second experimenter. Rather than having the same experimenter request explanations and reveal the internal properties of the objects, one researcher (R1) demonstrated the causal properties of the objects and provided the explanation prompt, and a second researcher (R2) (who had not observed the previous demonstration or explanation) revealed the internal and a second researcher (R2) (who had not observed the previous demonstration or explanation) revealed the internal part and solicited the generalization judgment.

If children in Experiment 1a who were prompted to explain preferentially generalized on the basis of causal properties because they took the researcher's revelation of the internal property as a potential answer to that researcher's why-questions, then changing researchers in this way should block the relevant pragmatic inference, and lead to performance comparable to the control condition. In contrast, if something about the process of explaining prompts children to privilege causal similarity over perceptual appearance in our task, then this change in task pragmatics should not change children's generalization judgments.

Because we planned to compare children's performance in Experiment 1b to performance in Experiment 1a, and because we found no age differences between 3- and 4-year-old children, we only included one subgroup of children: 4-year-olds in the explain condition. By comparing the performance of this new group of children with that of 4-year-olds in the explain and control conditions from Experiment 1a, we can assess whether the results of Experiment 1a were plausibly an artifact of the pragmatics of the task.

#### 3.1. Methods

##### 3.1.1. Participants

Eighteen 4-year-olds were included in Experiment 1b ($M = 53.14$ months; $SD = 3.1$, range: 48.8–59.4). All children were assigned to the explain condition. There was
no significant difference in age between the 4-year-old children included in Experiments 1a and 1b, \( p = .84 \), and there were approximately equal numbers of males and females. Two additional children were tested, but excluded due to experimenter error. Recruitment procedures and demographics were identical to Experiment 1a.

### 3.1.2. Materials

Materials were identical to those used in Experiment 1a.

### 3.1.3. Procedure

The procedure was similar to the one used in the explain condition in Experiment 1a, with two exceptions. First, one researcher (R1) provided explanation prompts, while a different researcher (R2) revealed the hidden properties and solicited the generalization judgments. Second, there were only two trials (rather than four) to avoid the concern that repeatedly switching experimenters could make the experimental situation too implausible or complex.

After children observed the first set of three objects placed on the toy and provided explanations for each one to R1, R2 entered the testing room. R2 said, “Hey, cool! Can I look at those?” R1 consented and walked away from the table. R2 examined the blocks on the table, saying, “Look! They have little doors. Let's open one up.” R2 then selected the target object and removed the cap to reveal the red map pin that had been hidden inside, saying, “Look! It has a little red thing inside of it. Can you point to the other one that you think also has something inside?”

As in Experiment 1a, children were encouraged to point to one of the two remaining objects (i.e., the perceptual match or the causal match) to indicate which contained the same inside part, and this selection was recorded. Following their selection, children were not provided with feedback, nor were they allowed to explore the blocks. Instead, R1 consented and walked away from the table, R2 departed from the testing room, and all blocks were removed from view. This two-experimenter procedure was repeated for one additional set of blocks.

#### 3.1.3.1. Coding

For each set of objects, children were given a score of “1” for selecting the causal match and a “0” for selecting the perceptual match. Each child could therefore receive between 0 and 2 points across the two trials. Explanation coding procedures were identical to Experiment 1a. Two coders agreed on all of the children’s responses to the test questions and on 94.4% of children’s explanations; disagreements were resolved by a third party.

### 3.2. Results and discussion

As in Experiment 1a, children in Experiment 1b did not perform significantly differently across trials, Cochran’s \( Q(1) = .143, p = .705 \). Data from both trials were therefore combined into a single score from 0 to 2, and the scores from this group were compared with the combined score from the first two trials of the 4-year-old participants in the explain and control conditions from Experiment 1a.

A univariate analysis of variance (ANOVA) with combined score as the dependent variable and condition (3: Exp. 1a control, Exp. 1a explain, Exp. 1b explain) as the independent variable revealed a main effect of condition, \( F(2,54) = 7.79, p < .01 \). Children who were asked to explain in both Experiments 1a (\( M = 1.3, SD = .77 \)) and 1b (\( M = 1.56, SD = .62 \)) were each more likely than controls (\( M = .61, SD = .85 \)) to generalize the internal part of the target object to the causal match as opposed to the perceptual match, \( p < .01 \) and \( p < .001 \), respectively. Pairwise comparisons revealed no difference in performance between 4-year-olds in the explain conditions of Experiments 1a and 1b, \( p = .379 \). We also conducted a one-sample \( t \)-test comparing children’s performance to chance. Children in Experiment 1b selected the causal match significantly more often than chance, \( t(17) = 3.83, p < .01 \).

These data suggest that children in Experiment 1a were not simply interpreting the experimenter’s revelation of the internal property as an answer to the “why?” question that the experimenter had previously posed. In Experiment 1b, the experimenter who provided the explanation prompt was different from the experimenter who revealed the hidden property, so the relevant pragmatic inference was disrupted. Instead, it appears that children in the explain condition privileged the target object’s causal efficacy in making inferences about internal properties as a consequence of something about the very process of explaining.

#### 3.2.1. Content of explanations

Frequency data for each explanation type are reported in Table 1. Explanations were divided into the same five categories as in Experiment 1a.

Baseline explanations for the first set of objects (before receiving any information about the internal properties) most often appealed to appearance (32%), with a minority (4%) appealing to internal properties. After observing the presence of the internal property, explanations for the second set of objects most often appealed to internal properties (32%), with explanations appealing to appearance dropping slightly (30%). An exact McNemar’s test comparing the proportion of explanations that appealed to internal parts across the first and second (last) trials revealed a significant effect, \( p < .0001 \). Because there were only two trials, an analysis of children’s modal explanation was not conducted.

### 4. Experiment 2

The purpose of Experiment 2 was twofold. First, we were interested in whether the effect of explanation on children’s inferences is restricted to generalizations concerning the relationship between causal properties and internal (or hidden) parts, or whether it extends to other properties as well. Second, we were specifically interested in whether explanation would affect how children extend novel labels. An effect of explanation on label extension would suggest that the process of explaining changes how children form categories, potentially shifting them from categories formed on the basis of perceptual properties to those tracking non-obvious, inductively rich causal properties. The ability to override perceptual similarity is
an important hallmark of both scientific and everyday categories, as highly salient perceptual properties can be good predictors of category membership, but they can also be deceptive. For example, a dolphin may resemble a large fish, but dolphins are actually warm-blooded mammals. When such properties appear in conflict with one another, category membership is often based on non-obvious cues (e.g., internal biological properties) rather than surface appearance (e.g., having a tail).

Previous research demonstrates the importance of labels as indicators of category membership and guides to inference (e.g., Carey, 1985; Diesendruck, Markson, & Bloom, 2003; Gelman, 2003; Gelman & Markman, 1987; Gelman & Medin, 1993; Keil, 1989; Legare et al., 2010; Medin, 1989; Nazzi & Gopnik, 2000; Rips, 1989). For example, Gelman and Coley (1990) found that in some cases, even 2-year-old children answered questions in line with category membership over appearances when labels were provided. But in the absence of labels, judgments are typically dominated by perceptual similarity. In fact, some have argued that children’s categories are driven by low-level perceptual mechanisms that lead them to focus on object shape and other surface features (e.g., Landau, Smith, & Jones, 1988). However, other findings suggest that children extend labels differently depending on their intuitions about the kinds of object being classified, or on the nature of the task, and that classification is not always perceptually driven (e.g., Carey, 1985; Diesendruck et al., 2003; Keil, 1989). Finding that a prompt to explain leads children to extend labels on the basis of common causal properties would further suggest that even young children are able to form categories that disregard appearances, and that explaining helps them to do so.

In sum, Experiment 2 used a method similar to Experiment 1a to examine whether the effects of explanation would extend to children’s generalization of a novel label from a target object to an object that was either perceptually similar or causally similar. We predicted that explaining would make children more likely to attend to the causal powers of objects, which in turn would make it more likely for children to use causal properties as a basis for extending category labels to novel objects.

4.1. Method

4.1.1. Participants

A total of 108 children were included in Experiment 2, with 36 3-year-olds ($M = 42.1$ months; $SD = 3.8$, range: 35.9–48.0), 36 4-year-olds ($M = 54.0$ months; $SD = 3.0$, range: 48.4–59.9), and 36 5-year-olds ($M = 65.0$ months; $SD = 3.8$, range: 60.6–70.9). Eighteen children in each age group were randomly assigned to each of the two conditions (explain and control). There were no significant differences in age between the conditions, and there were approximately equal numbers of males and females in each. Eight additional children were tested, but excluded due to failure to complete the study or failure to respond to the experimenter. Two more children were excluded due to experimenter error. Children were recruited from urban preschools and museums, and a range of ethnicities resembling the diversity of the population was represented.

4.1.2. Materials

The toy from Experiment 1 was again used in Experiment 2. Twelve wooden blocks of various shapes and colors were also used. There were a total of four sets of objects, each containing three blocks. As in Experiment 1, two of these blocks (the target object and the perceptual match) were perceptually identical (same color and shape) and one of these blocks (the causal match) was distinct (see Fig. 1).

4.1.3. Procedure

The procedure for Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1, with one exception: Instead of revealing a hidden internal property, the experimenter held up the target object and labeled it, saying, “See this one? This one is a blicket! Can you point to the other one that is also a blicket?”

4.1.3.1. Coding. Coding for Study 2 was identical to Study 1, with children receiving a “0” for generalizations to the perceptual match and a “1” for generalizations to the causal match, resulting in a score of 0–4 points across the four sets. Interrater reliability was very high; the two coders agreed on >99% of the children’s responses to the test questions and 96.8% of children’s explanations. The few minor discrepancies were resolved by a third party.

4.2. Results and discussion

Preliminary analysis revealed no significant differences across trials, Cochran’s $Q(3) = .60$, $p = .896$. Data from all four trials were therefore combined into a single score from 0 to 4 and analyzed with a 2 (condition) × 3 (age group) ANOVA (see Fig. 3). This analysis revealed a main effect of condition, $F(1,102) = 13.51$, $p < .001$, and no additional significant effects. Overall, children who were asked to explain ($M = 1.91$, $SD = 1.83$) were more likely than children in the control condition ($M = 72$, $SD = 1.47$) to generalize the label to the causal match as opposed to the perceptual match, regardless of age.

Fig. 3. Average responses in explain and control conditions for Experiment 2. Higher numbers indicate a larger number of trials (of 4) on which a label was generalized in line with a shared causal property over perceptual similarity. Error bars correspond to one SEM in each direction.
We next considered the data against chance responding. One-sample t-tests revealed that 3-, 4-, and 5-year-olds in the control condition selected the perceptual match significantly more often than chance, t(17) = −2.93, p < .01, t(17) = −3.69, p < .01, and t(17) = −3.10, p < .01, respectively. In the explanation condition, the average of children’s selections did not differ significantly from chance, t(17) = 1.12, p = .26, t(17) = 1.26, p = .23, and t(17) = −3.75, p = .712, respectively. However, examining the distribution of selections across the four trials revealed that approximately half of the children in the explanation condition selected the causal match on three or more trials (50%) and further develop our interpretation of these novel findings. Each modal explanation, regardless of type (appearance: 33%; internal: 33%; kind: 88%; other: 48%; no guess: 48%), was associated with a greater probability of selecting the causal match than in the control condition (18%). Combining all of the children who provided modal explanations other than labels into a single group and comparing their responses to those of children in the control condition revealed a significant difference, t(90) = 2.39, p < .02. As in Experiment 1a, these data suggest that although providing the most relevant explanation type (in this case, an appeal to the category label) leads to a special boost in performance, simply receiving an explanation prompt is enough to influence reasoning.

4.2.2. Comparing Experiments 1 and 2

To examine differences across our two experiments, we analyzed the data from Experiments 1a and 2 in an ANOVA with experiment as a between-subjects factor. This analysis revealed a significant difference in children’s performance in Experiments 1a and 2, with a greater number of causal responses in Experiment 1 (M = 2.3; SD = 1.6) than Experiment 2 (M = 1.31; SD = 1.8), F(1) = 22.41, p < .001. There were also significant effects of age, F(2) = 4.74, p < .02, and condition, F(1) = 38.0, p < .001, but no significant interactions. In other words, despite a greater baseline tendency to privilege perceptual features when reasoning about labels than about insides, the effect of explanation – increasing causal responding – did not differ across our two experiments, nor across age groups.

The observed difference in children’s baseline responding across our two experiments is in line with previous research (Gopnik & Sobel, 2000; Sobel et al., 2007), which has found that children are more willing to privilege causality over appearances when extending internal parts than when extending labels. This pattern could also reflect a tension between more conceptual uses of labels, such as reference to essences or causes, and the more perceptually-based “shape-bias” found in noun labeling (e.g., Gelman, 2003; Gelman & Markman, 1986; Imai, Gentner, & Uchida, 1994; Jones & Smith, 1993; Landau et al., 1988; Smith, Jones, & Landau, 1996). Nevertheless, explanation has a similar effect in promoting more conceptual (as oppose to perceptual) generalizations for both insides and labels. In effect, children in Experiment 2 were categorizing differently, depending on whether they explained or not. These results show that explanation guides children to attend to causal properties as an important but non-obvious basis for category membership.

5. Experiment 3

The findings from Experiments 1a, 1b, and 2 confirm our prediction that explanation encourages children to favor inductively rich properties (i.e., causality) as a basis for generalization. In Experiment 3 we hoped to bolster and further develop our interpretation of these novel explanations.
findings by investigating three specific questions. First, the previous experiments demonstrate that explanation encourages children to privilege causal properties over perceptual properties when it comes to generalizing insides or labels. We propose that this is because the process of generating explanations prompts learners to seek broad, generalizable patterns, and that this in turn should privilege properties that feature in such generalizations – by definition, those that are inductively rich. In Experiment 3, we investigate whether effects of explanation are restricted to inductive generalizations, or additionally manifest in lower-level processes that might be prerequisites to inductive inference, such as memory for object properties. In particular, might prompting children to explain make them more likely to attend to, and therefore effectively remember, an object’s causal properties? And will benefits for memory be restricted to causal properties, which is directly related to what’s being explained (i.e., an effect or its absence), or will they extend to other inductively rich properties that might figure in the explanations themselves, such as insides and category label?

Second, if we do find that explanation improves memory for properties such as insides and labels, it raises a question about the selectivity of explanation’s effects (see also Legare & Lombrozo, 2014). In particular, the findings from the preceding experiments are consistent with the idea that prompts to explain result in an indiscriminate increase in children’s overall attention or engagement, which could potentially account for more adult-like performance without needing to posit a special relationship between explanation and inductively rich properties. This account, like ours, would predict that children who are prompted to explain would have better memory for object insides and labels than those in a control condition, but would additionally predict that children who explain should have better memory for a property that is not inductively rich. In Experiment 3, we introduce such a property in the form of a sticker that is not correlated with any other object properties. Our hypothesis suggests that effects of explanation are selective – as opposed to indiscriminate – and predicts improved memory for object insides and labels (which are correlated with causal properties in both the task and in the world), but not for an uncorrelated perceptual property like the sticker.

A final question addressed by Experiment 3 is whether explanation-induced advantages for inductively rich properties come at the expense of memory for other kinds of properties. In particular, it could be that explainers simply fail to remember an uncorrelated sticker any better than controls, or that they actually show impairment in memory for this feature relative to controls. The latter possibility is consistent with previous research involving both children (e.g., Legare & Lombrozo, 2014) and adults (e.g., Hegarty, Mayer, & Monk, 1995; Needham & Begg, 1991) in which increased focus on an important abstract principle decreases memory for surface features.

To test these ideas, children in Experiment 3 were asked to explain or report causal outcomes after observing four unique objects, two of which activated the toy. After each object was placed on the toy, three properties were revealed: an internal part, a label, and a sticker (added to the object). The internal parts and the labels correlated with the toy’s activation (i.e., all and only objects that activated the toy had a particular inside part and label) while the sticker did not. Children then completed a memory task in which they were asked to report the properties of each object. Because we did not observe age differences in the effects of explanation in Experiments 1–2, Experiment 3 was restricted to 4-year olds.

5.1. Method

5.1.1. Participants

A total of 36 4-year-olds were included in Study 3 (M = 53.8 months; SD = 3.7 months; range = 47.9–59.7). Eighteen children were randomly assigned to each of two conditions (explain and control). There were no significant differences in age between the conditions, and there were approximately equal numbers of males and females in each. Three additional children were tested but excluded due to experimenter error. Children were recruited from urban preschools and museums, and a range of ethnicities representative of the diversity of the population participated.

5.1.2. Materials

Experiment 3 used the same toy as in the previous experiments. A different set of test blocks was used, however, which consisted of 4 unique blocks – i.e., each block was distinct in color and in shape (see Table 3). As in Experiments 1a and 1b, all blocks had a hole drilled into the center. Two of the blocks had a red, round plastic map pin glued inside and two of the blocks had a white, square eraser glued inside the hole. Four stickers were used during the experiment (two heart stickers and two star stickers). Several small cards were constructed as memory aids for use during the test phase of the experiment. Half of the cards had an image of a black music note (placed in front of the objects that children believed activated the toy), and half of the cards had an image of a black music note crossed out with a red “X” (placed in front of the objects that children believed did not activate the toy). Four additional cards were constructed: one with a red circle, one with a white square, one with a heart sticker, and one with a star sticker. These cards were used to facilitate the forced-choice test.

5.1.3. Procedure

As in the previous experiments, the experimenter introduced the toy. The experimenter then produced a single block and placed it on the toy. The child observed as the block did or did not cause the toy to play music. As before, children in the explain condition were asked to explain the outcome for each of the blocks and children in the control

| Table 3 |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| Object 1 | Object 2 | Object 3 | Object 4 |
| Causal | Yes | No | Yes | No |
| Internal | Red | White | Red | White |
| Label | “Toma” | “Fep” | “Toma” | “Fep” |
| Sticker | Heart | Heart | Star | Star |
condition were asked to report the outcome with a “yes/no” response. After the response was recorded, the experimenter repeated the demonstration a second time.

The experimenter then provided three additional pieces of information about the object: the type of internal part was revealed (“Look! It has a little door on it! Let’s open it up. Look, there is a [red]/[white] thing inside.”), a label was provided (“See this one? This one here? This one is a [Fep]/[Toma]!”), and a sticker was placed on the bottom (“Now I am going to put a sticker on it! I am going to put a [heart]/[star] sticker on the bottom, see?”). The experimenter repeated each property twice, and then the block was removed from view. The entire procedure was repeated for the three remaining blocks, one at a time. All children observed the causal property first. The order of the remaining three properties was counterbalanced.

Next, the experimenter placed all four objects on the table in front of the child in random order, and told the child that they would now play a “memory game.” Children were asked a baseline causal memory question first, and then three additional property memory questions in randomized order. To assess baseline recall for the causal property of each object, the experimenter produced two cards – one with a music note, and one with a crossed out music note. The experimenter asked the child to point to the card that indicated whether the block did or did not play music. The child responded once for each of the four objects. Depending upon the child’s response, the experimenter would then place an additional card (with a music note or a crossed-out music note) in front of the object, which would remain throughout.

To assess recall for the internal part, the experimenter produced two cards – one with a red circle and one with a white square. The experimenter asked the child to point to the card that indicated the type of thing inside the block. The child responded once for each of the four objects. To assess recall for the label, the experiment said, “Some of these blocks were called ‘Tomás’ and some of these blocks were called ‘Feps’.” What was this one called, a ‘Toma’ or a ‘Fep’?” The child responded once for each object. The order of presentation was counterbalanced across trials.

Finally, to assess recall for the type of sticker added to the block, the experimenter produced two cards – one with a heart sticker and one with a star sticker. The experimenter asked the child to point to the card that indicated the type of sticker added to the bottom of the block. The child responded once for each of the four objects.

5.1.3.1 Coding. Memory for internal parts, labels, and stickers was solicited in the same order as the corresponding properties were presented to that child in the demonstration phase of the experiment. For each property, children were given a score of “1” for accurate recall and a “0” for inaccurate recall. Because there were a total of four objects, each child could receive between 0 and 4 points for each property.

5.2 Results and discussion

Because the causal property was always presented first during the observation phase, and always assessed first during the testing phase, memory for the objects’ causal properties was analyzed separately with a one-way ANOVA. Results of this ANOVA revealed that while the majority of children in both conditions were able to recall the causal property of each object, children in the explain condition were significantly more accurate (M = 3.93, SD = .24) than controls (M = 3.39, SD = .78), F(1,34) = 8.42, p < .01.

A repeated measures ANOVA with the other object properties (internal part, label, sticker) as the repeated measure and condition (explain, control) and order of presentation (label-sticker-insides, insides-label-sticker, sticker-insides-label) as the between subjects variables revealed a main effect of object property, F(2,60) = 7.05, p < .01, as well as the predicted interaction between object property and condition, F(2,60) = 8.23, p < .002 (see Fig. 4). Children who were prompted to explain were significantly more accurate than controls in reporting the labels, F(1,34) = 9.34, p < .01, but less accurate than controls in recalling the sticker type, F(1,34) = 5.16, p < .05. Although children who explained were numerically more accurate in recalling the internal part than controls (M = 3.06, SD = 1.3 and M = 2.78, SD = 1.0, respectively), this difference was not significant, F(1) = .536, p = .47.

These data address all three of the questions raised in Experiment 3. First, explanation does have an influence on memory for different object properties, and is not limited to inductive generalizations. Second, the findings challenge the idea that engaging in explanation simply improves overall engagement or attention in an indiscriminate manner. Instead, these data support the proposal that children who explain are more likely to selectively recall inductively rich, correlated cluster of properties (causality, internal part, label). Finally, we also found that children who were prompted to explain were significantly less likely to recall a superficial, perceptual property that did not correlate with other features, suggesting that benefits of explanation can come at a cost.

It is noteworthy that children who explained could not have been simply ignoring superficial perceptual features altogether, since the only way to track which properties corresponded to which objects in our task was to recall the unique color and shape of each of the blocks. Instead, explanation appears to impair memory for uncorrelated properties – those that are unrelated to other properties and therefore unlikely to support generalizations.

![Fig. 4. Average memory score (out of 4 trials) for each property assessed in Experiment 3. Error bars correspond to one SEM in each direction.](image-url)
5.2.1. Content of explanations

Children’s explanations were coded according to the categories generated in Experiment 2, with the addition of a new possible category: appeal to the sticker. Combining explanation data from all four objects (a total of 76 individual explanations), there were a total of 24 explanations that appealed to appearance, 27 explanations that appealed to the internal part, 4 explanations that appealed to the kind of object, and 2 explanations that appealed to the label. Notably, however, none of the children’s explanations appealed to the presence of the sticker. This provides additional support for the claim that explanation selectively increased attention to those properties that were inductively rich. An exact McNemar’s test comparing the proportion of internal property explanations across the first (0%) and last sets (53%) revealed a marginally significant difference, \( p = .06 \) (one-tailed).

6. General discussion

Our data demonstrate that prompting young children to explain makes them more likely to privilege inductively rich, non-obvious causal properties over salient surface similarity in making novel inferences. Children in the control conditions, who were not prompted to explain, instead based their judgments on perceptual similarity. These effects of explanation cannot be explained by the pragmatics of the task, as explanation produced the same effect when a two-experimenter design was employed (Experiment 1b). Moreover, these effects of explanation were not restricted to a particular kind of inference, as comparable effects were observed across two quite different judgments: the generalization of hidden, internal parts (Experiment 1a) and inferences about category membership (Experiment 2). Finally, these effects were not restricted to a particular age group: we found comparable effects of explanation across our 3-, 4-, and 5-year-old participants.

The results of Experiment 3 provide additional support for the idea that explanation privileges inductively rich properties, demonstrating improved memory for a correlated cluster of such properties (not just for causal affordances) in children prompted to explain. Importantly, Experiment 3 also provides evidence that effects of explanation are selective: Children who explained had impaired memory for an uncorrelated superficial property (the sticker). This challenges one possible alternative interpretation of the results: that explanation produces a general benefit for learning by globally and indiscriminately increasing engagement or motivation (see also, Legare, 2012; Legare & Lombrozo, 2014), and additionally suggests that the benefits of explanation are not without costs (see also Williams et al., 2013).

The present findings suggest that children as young as 3 years of age have the conceptual resources to reason on the basis of non-obvious properties, such as causal affordances. These findings are therefore consistent with others suggesting children’s early competence (e.g., Booth & Waxman, 2002; Gopnik & Sobel, 2000; Mandler & McDonough, 1996; Newman et al., 2008). Nonetheless, young children tend to privilege perceptual features over these less obvious alternatives under most conditions (e.g., Gelman, 2003; Keil, 1989; Sobel et al., 2007; Wellman & Gelman, 1992), and our findings go beyond prior work to identify a novel process that helps children overcome this tendency: namely engaging in explanation. In other words, engaging in explanation appears to facilitate children’s access to (or ability to use) knowledge concerning the inductive relevance of causal properties.

Our findings have additional potential implications for our understanding of conceptual development. Experiments 1 and 2 deliberately spanned the age range (3–5 years) over which prior studies – which involved no explanation prompts – found developmental changes in children’s tendency to generalize on the basis of perceptual versus causal properties (Nazzi & Gopnik, 2000; Sobel et al., 2007). While we did find age-related changes in children’s baseline tendency to generalize one way or the other, the effects of explanation were uniform across ages. That is, we did not find interactions between the explanation manipulation and age group. One possibility is that the differences within age-groups observed across our experimental groups were driven by distinct mechanisms from those governing the changes observed across age groups in our study and in others. For example, while the experimental effects were driven by explanation, the developmental effects could have been driven by general improvements in executive function or inhibitory control, or by different intuitive theories at different points in development. Another possibility, however, is that older children were more likely than younger children to engage in explanation spontaneously (i.e., in the absence of a prompt), shifting performance towards causal inferences in the control condition, and to generate more effective explanations when prompted to explain, leading to a comparable shift in the explanation condition. Consistent with these ideas, Legare and Lombrozo (2014) found that older children were more likely than younger children to generate explanations in response to an ambiguous verbal prompt, suggesting that self-initiated explanation increases over this age range. And in Experiment 1, we found that older children were more likely than younger children to provide explanations that appealed to internal parts, suggesting an age-related boost in explanation quality. Age-related changes in explanation frequency and quality could be driving part of the developmental shift in children’s baseline tendency to generalize according to perceptual versus non-perceptual properties. The current data cannot adjudicate between these possibilities, but do raise them as promising hypotheses for future research.

We have discussed effects of explanation in Experiments 1 and 2 as favoring causal similarity over perceptual similarity, however, it is worth returning to the ideas about explanation that motivated our initial predictions, as they suggest a more nuanced view. We propose that explanations tend to subsume what is being explained under a pattern or regularity, and that in so doing, the act of explaining could lead children to recognize or formulate broad generalizations that in turn support inference to new cases (Legare, 2014; Lombrozo, 2012; see also Walker et al., 2012; Walker et al., submitted for
publication: Wellman & Liu, 2007; Williams & Lombrozo, 2010; Williams & Lombrozo, 2013; Williams et al., 2013). On this view, explanation drives learners towards broad generalizations, not towards causal properties (or away from perceptual properties), per se. However, children may already have formed higher-level generalizations (Dewar & Xu, 2010; Kemp, Perfors, & Tenenbaum, 2007) suggesting that certain types of properties, such as insides and category labels, are more likely to track common causal factors across many real-world cases. We propose that the process of explaining supports the construction and consultation of higher-order generalizations concerning such clusters of associated properties, in turn supporting inferences to new cases. By prompting children to favor inductively rich regularities, explanation encourages children to look beyond immediate observations to consider higher-order generalizations that support abstract knowledge.

6.1. Conclusions

Our data demonstrate that children as young as 3 years of age have the conceptual resources to reason on the basis of inductively rich properties, and that explanation facilitates their ability to avoid perceptually-bound judgments. In the current experiments, children had to decide whether to favor causal similarity or perceptual similarity in generalizing a hidden property or category membership from one object to another. Perceptual properties are often a reasonable basis for generalization, however, “insides” and category membership (labels) are more reliably associated with causal properties than with superficial, perceptual ones across many real-world cases. We propose that the process of explaining helps children to look beyond immediate observations to consider higher-order generalizations that support abstract knowledge.
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